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DAYTON, Ohio, February 26, 1975 --- Six University of Dayton students will
be enabled by a National Science Foundation Undergraduate Research Participation
Grant to spend 12 weeks this summer in research. They will examine novel
automotive propulsion concepts and the applications of solar and wind energy.
The $11,750 NSF grant recently awarded to UD will provide "a fine opportunity
for students interested in the research and development area of energy conversion,"
according to Prof. Paul Bauer (mechanical engineering), who will direct the project.
Students to work on the research, which will begin in May, will be chosen
during the month of March. Each student will receive a stipend of approximately
$80 per week.
"URP projects,1I according to Walter Dodd of NSF, "are designed to improve
college instruction by demonstrating the teaching effectiveness that results from
placing the responsibility for learning upon the student. The research is also
designed to expand the students' knowledge and help them learn the creativity
expected of scientists."
Solar energy research in which the UD students will engage, will deal principally with 1) making a more efficient and less expensive solar collector and
2) discovering ways to more effectively use solar energy for such tasks as
heating, cooling, and producing electricity.
The automotive propulsion research will deal with a refinement of the
internal combustion engine and also with a concept involving flywheel and electric
motor energy. An "electrofluiddynamic energy convertor," a device with no moving
parts which provides a means for creating electric p0wer from wind, will be one
of the items covered by the research into applications of wind power.

***
Other recent grants to the University have included funds for heart and
environmental research.
. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has awarded the University of
Dayton Research Institute $97,726 to experimentally determine the combustion
temperatures and residence times required to effectively destroy pesticides.
The project's principal investigator is Mr. Donovan S. Duvall, research
chemist.
Approximately $43,000 of the $63,518 recently awarded for local heart
research by the American Heart Association's Miami Valley chapter went to four
researchers at the University of Dayton. Receiving grants were Drs. Praphulla
Bajpai (biology), Edward S. Grood (research engineer, Research Institute),
Horst Krause (research engineer, Research Institute), and Sanford S. Singer
(biochemistry) .
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